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Abstract. Urban areas are at the forefront for upcoming wave of emerging
technologies in building smart sustainable cities. These real time fashion based
smart cities will be combined with physical infrastructures and services to
improve the lives of its citizens. Transformation to smart city, innovation in
performance increasing, data processing, planning and management will be
required for smart city’s assets. In order to achieve monolithic performance and
data processing, an efficient parallel computational approach can bring us closer
to the desired smartness in societies. In this study, we have proposed a massive
parallel computational model to deal smart city’s assets and maintain real time
connectivity among them. This model will be considered as initiative for
emerging exascale computing system which will be used to deal the applications
in intelligent smart cities.
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1 Introduction

Since last three decades, smart cities have been established and become operational in
developed countries [1]. According to united nation report (UNR) [5], more than 50%
people are living in urban areas and facing a wide range challenges to bring sustain-
ability in their lives. The vision of smart cities is to improve the quality of lives in urban
areas by using advance information communication technologies (ICT) [2], informa-
tion processing technologies (IPT) [3] and internet of things (IoT) [4]. There are many
definitions proposed for smart cities. According to Chourabi et al. [6] “A smart sus-
tainable city is an innovative city that uses information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs) and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of urban
operation and services, and competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of
present and future generations with respect to economic, social and environmental
aspects”. According to the definition, these facts illustrates that smart cities are not only
leveraging technologies but considered as a complex ecosystem where different
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stakeholders are tightly coupled each other. Figure 1 presents the key grouping tech-
nology aspects of a complex ecosystem for a smart society [7] where different players
facilitate to others by providing solutions efficiently and maintain connectivity among
them. The idea of smart cities is similar to the theory of ubiquitous computing which
was proposed by ‘Mark Weiser’ co-founder of ubiquitous computing [24, 25].

This real-time data-driven based complex system requires a powerful computing
system that can process data promptly and make the cities smarter.

In a sequel, advances in HPC play a vital role to bring smartness in urban areas [8].
Therefore, an effective usage of parallel computing can bring us closer to the desired
smartness in intelligent cities [9]. For instance, usage of machine learning can dis-
covered the solutions and make real time decisions. Similarly HPC parallel computing
can be promising paradigm to deal smart city’s assets.

According to HPC studies, trend is going to be changed and projected to introduce
a new powerful computing system called “Exascale” which will be able to achieve
ExaFlops number of calculation per second till 2020 [10, 20]. Exascale will be thou-
sands fold increase in current Petascale system. Though Exascale is facing some
tremendous challenges due to strict limitation in power consumption and increase in
resources [11]. Consequently, instead of continue traditional way of increasing
resources, parallel computing can be an integral part to make it possible to achieve
massive performance in the system [12]. In current study, we emphasized how to
achieve massive parallelism to deal digital city’s assets in an efficient way. Previously,
parallelism was achieved through homogenous (CPU cores) systems but now tread has
been changed where data computation is performed with collaboration of CPUs and
accelerated GPU devices [13, 21]. These accelerated GPU devices are very powerful
that compute data in parallel using all integrated cores on it [14]. In order to program

Fig. 1. Technology aspects of an ecosystem in smart city
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such heterogeneous computing system, a new parallel programming model is required
that can achieve massive parallelism (combining coarse-grain, fine-grain and GPU
computation) through inter-node and intra-node computation over a distributed cluster
system [15]. Therefore we have proposed a new tri-level hybrid parallel computing
model which is implementable on distributed cluster systems. Furthermore, rest of the
paper is organized in such a way that, Sect. 2 describes the advances in HPC and its
motivations for building smart cities. Section 3 contained the proposed tri-level hybrid
framework and its work flow. Moreover, Sect. 4 depicted the impact of proposed
model on smart city’s assets.

2 Related Work

Parallel computing is an integral part for smart cities to provide efficient and innovative
services for citizens. Therefore the pioneers in HPC started different projects to facil-
itate smart cities like ‘Smart Japan’ which was invented to catalyze its nation into
sustainable growth. They planned a national strategy to promote their cities by con-
necting all manners of things through an intelligent ICT [31]. Keeping focus on
international economics competitiveness, they are hoping to develop the first Exascale
computing system in 2020 to facilitate smart cities. China also committed for their five
years plan (2016–2020) to cultivating Smart Cities with smart buildings, new urban-
ization and smart grid initiatives. They already invested $13 billion to develop 277 city
with smart features. Moreover, Government of Tianjin Binha China has reserved $2.5
billion to develop Tianhe III which will be used to promote smart societies [32, 33]. In
the sequel, united state announced 160 million in 2015 for new smart cities develop-
ment to deliver smart services. In september 2016, US government announced $80
million for smart societies initiative. In order to efficient processing of these smart
services, they committed to deliver a powerful exascale computing system at the end of
current decade which will be able to deliver 1 ExaFlops calculation per second by
20 MW power consumption [34]. Likewise, United Kingdom launched new forums for
smart cities development named “Ministerial Smart Cities (MSC) and Future Cities
Catapult (FCC)” [35]. The primary goal of these forums was to solve facing challenges
during providing intelligent services in smart cities. Carry on promoting smart city’s
assets, national strategy and ICT plans in Singapore established their public & private
sectors and branded as world’s first smart city [36]. Singapore national strategy
(SNS) planned to deliver a smart cities by addressing isolated challenges including
traffic management, street lights, water management, weather forecasting, tracking and
gene permutations etc. Leading to a rapid development in smart cities and efficient
processing requirement, we have proposed a massive parallel computational model
which will be applicable for future exascale computing systems.
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3 Massive Parallel Computing Model

This section contained the proposed massive parallel computational model which is tri-
level hybrid of MPI, OpenMP and CUDA. This model was developed specifically for
attaining massive parallelism in heterogeneous cluster systems that can be achieved
through inter-node, intra-node and accelerated GPU computation. However massive
parallelism was in three levels of granularity including coarse-grain, fine-grain and
finer-grain parallelism. Figure 2 depicts three levels of granularity from different
computing environments.

In proposed massive parallel computational model, we implemented ‘divide and
conquer strategy algorithm’ [17] that reduced ‘n’ problems into ‘m’ sub-problems and
scattered over processors using different parallel programming libraries. Once pro-
cessing of ‘m’ sub-problems was completed, the original solution for ‘n’ problem was
obtained by gathering the solutions of ‘m’ sub-problems. Following this strategy, user
interacts with user application through any native programming language (C/C++ or
FORTRAN) where parallel computing statements are defined to be executed and

Fig. 2. Tri-level hybrid parallel computational model
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broadcasted to parallel computing world. A detailed description of three parallel
computing environments is given as follows:

3.1 Inter-node Computational

The first level of parallelism in our proposed model was achieved through inter-node
communication. In parallel computing, our systems are not much intelligent, however
programmer needs to inform the system that which statement will be executed in
parallel. Once parallel computing statements are confirmed then broadcasted over all
connected nodes in the system. Before scattering data over nodes, some necessary
information of computer is gathered like number of connected nodes, CPU processors,
available CPU threads per node, number of accelerated GPU devices and some other
system configuration parameters. Based on these parameters, programmer analyze and
distribute over connected system nodes using a standardized SIMD based message
passing interface (MPI) library [16]. Generally in MPI, blocking (synchronous) and
non-blocking (asynchronous) two prevalent mechanisms are being used to transferred
and gathered from processors. Normally, blocking mechanisms is used when a strong
synchronization is required due to dependency in data. In this case, the resources are
reserved using some pre-defined MPI waiting statements until the processing is com-
pleted. Unlike, in non-blocking data is scattered and gathered asynchronously because
there is no dependency in data [18, 19]. Resource are free immediately after data
processing. Therefore, sending and receiving MPI mechanism depends on nature of
data. As we are just distributing data over the processors which consequently provides
coarse-grain parallelism at this level. Once data is transferred over connected nodes, it
entered in second level of parallelism described in following section.

3.2 Intra-node Computational

Intra-node computation is second level of parallelism in proposed model which was
thread level parallel computation within the computer. Intra-node computation was
performed by parallelizing available CPU threads in a system. Now a days, many
programming models are available to parallelize CPU threads like OpenMP [22],
OpenACC [23] etc. We can choose any of them on the bases of model features and
application requirements. Due to more optimized and advance features, ordinarily
OpenMP is considered as the best model to parallelize code through CPU threads.
Within outer region of OpenMP, we can define multiple OpenMP parallel sections as
well as multiple directives to make fine granularity. Again, here programmer must be
assured about the statements which are going to define in OpenMP parallel regions and
sub sections. Once, OpenMP thread level computation is completed, we can start serial
code execution at outside of OpenMP scope. According to our model, we start the third
level of parallelism within the OpenMP regions and make run-time library calls.

3.3 Accelerated GPU Computational

Accelerated GPU computing is the third level of parallelism in our proposed model.
Accelerated GPU devices are being used prevalently for massive parallel computation
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by consuming a small amount of energy. After completing second level parallelism
over CPU cores, data is transferred on GPU devices to achieve finer granularity. At this
stage, multiple GPU kernels are defined to which are programmed for GPU compu-
tation. Based on installed GPU structure and configuration, different parameters are
defined and passed along with data through kernel call. In order to define a generic
kernels, we can define ‘template’ class as a generic datatype, however after execution,
kernel will return data with similar datatype as received. Many programming models
are available now to program GPU devices including CUDA [27], OpenACC [26],
OpenCL [28] and OpenMP [29] etc. Due to space limitations, we recommend kan et al.
[30] for reader to find the best model for GPU programming. Based on optimization
and advance features, CUDA is considered as best model for GPU programming yet.
However, CUDA kernels return the results from GPU devices to Host CPU cores and
complete third level of parallelism. Using divide and conquer strategy, processed data
is returned to previous levels and eventually gathered by MPI master process.

4 Discussion

The urban question raised many challenges for current and emerging technologies to
provide new data sources with greater spatial temporal solutions. Advances in HPC are
becoming the reasons to deal such challenges to develop intelligent cities. Although,
different approaches were proposed in past to deal HPC application but demand of
innovative applications in smart cities imposes to rethink about introduce efficient
computing technologies and models. These technologies should fulfil demand of future
massive computational technology under strict constraints of energy consumption,
number of cores in the system and budget as well. However, new adaptive, intelligent and
energy efficient approaches are the fundamental demands of such HPC systems. In this
context, we have proposed a novel massive parallel model in current study. The purpose
of proposed model was to provide such platform where smart city’s assets can be respond
efficiently. This could be possible only through massive parallel computation in the
system. This approach was tri-level hybrid of MPI, OpenMP and CUDA and provide
massive parallelism through different levels. Themajor advantage of proposed model was
that it is applicable for heterogeneous cluster systems where energy efficient accelerated
GPU devices are installed in traditional CPU machines. Moreover, the proposed model
was able combine all categories of parallelism including coarse-grain, fine-grain and
finer-grain through inter-node, intra-node and GPU computation respectively. However,
the proposed research can be an initiative HPC applications in smart cities.

5 Conclusion

Smart cities initiatives are becoming attention in marketplace to develop innovative
services for the citizens through ubiquitous computing applications in urban spaces.
Smart cities are required to deal a large number of citizens and intelligent devices that
collect and share data in infinite ways. Such data is strictly belongs to the territory on
which they are defined and perform computation through dispersed computing nodes.
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In this way, parallel computing can play an integral part to compute smart city related
applications. In current study, we have proposed a novel massive parallel computa-
tional model which is tri-level hybrid of MPI, OpenMP and CUDA. The proposed
model is applicable for heterogamous cluster systems where a large number of nodes
are connect along with accelerated GPU devices. Data computation is performed
through three different parallel computing levels (coarse-grain, fine-grain and finer-
grain) and complete computation efficiently. The proposed model will be considered as
initiative for emerging exascale computing system. By future perspectives, tri-level
hybrid model is required to implement at large level through different HPC innovative
smart cities applications.
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